The interest in flapping wing MAVs has been rising progressively in the past years. The complex aerodynamic mechanisms responsible for high manoeuvrability and energy efficient lift production have been modelled by multiple techniques. Here we present a comparison of several models from the perspective of flight stability in hover. We estimated the stability derivatives by aerodynamic models of various levels of complexity, ranging from analytical expressions derived from a quasi steady model to CFD results that were taken as a reference. The stability of the complete 6DOF linearized system, split into longitudinal and lateral part, was evaluated in terms of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. While the pole locations and modes of longitudinal system were consistent for all the models (two stable subsidence modes, one unstable oscillatory mode), the lateral dynamics showed that quasi steady models with only translational force are insufficient and revealed the necessity of including the rotational lift to obtain pole locations that are in accordance with the CFD study (one slow divergence mode, one fast subsidence mode and one stable oscillatory mode).
lateral direction, however, the results vary. Zhang & Sun found one unstable slow divergence mode, one stable oscillatory mode and one stable fast subsidence mode. On the contrary Faruque & Humbert identified two stable subsidence modes (one fast, one slow) and one stable, but very lightly damped, oscillatory mode. Results of Cheng & Deng have a similar structure, only the oscillatory mode is unstable (with very small real part of the complex pair of poles). Nevertheless the results of various models have not yet been put side by side.
In the present study we tried to compare the results obtained both numerically and analytically for a specific flapping flyer -a dronefly. The closest representation of biological flyers should be aeroelastic models that consider fluid-structure interaction of deformable wings (many reviewed in [15] ). However, none of the existing studies reports the stability derivatives directly and the complex implementation of aeroelastic models is above the scope of this study. Thus, we take as a reference the data from a CFD study assuming rigid wings by Zhang & Sun [20] and Wu & Sun [25] where the stability derivatives are presented directly. We adopt the wing kinematics as well as morphological and mass properties and we recalculate the derivatives using analytical approaches by Cheng & Deng [24] and Orlowski & Girard [23] that are based on quasi-steady model with translational force. On top of that we add results from a quasi-steady based model that includes, apart from the translational component, also the effects of wing rotation and added mass inertia.
Experimental results from scaled-up robotic flappers have been reported for hovering flight [12] , for forward flight [26] as well as for "replayed" free flight manoeuvres [27] ; many were summarized in [28] . To our knowledge, force measurements simulating body motion in all 6 directions, as necessary for stability derivatives evaluation, have not yet been presented. However, the quasi-steady model used thorough this paper is based on model from [12] where the estimated and measured forces for dynamically-scaled fruit fly rigid wings were in good agreement.
In this paper we first introduce the linearized equations of motion, describe the process of nondimensionalizing and speak about the implementation of a quasi steady aerodynamics model (Section 2). In Section 3 the existing models involved in the comparison are described shortly. Finally in Section 4 we present the results obtained from various models and propose the simplest model that captures all the important aspects with respect to stability in hovering. More details about the wing kinematics used as well as analytic stability derivatives from studies of Orlowski & Gerard and Cheng & Deng can be found in the Appendices A and B.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL 2.1. Body Dynamics
The dynamics of an insect in hovering flight can be approximated, under the rigid body assumption, by the Newton Euler motion equations. Similar to an aircraft (e.g. [29] ) a 6DOF body is described by 12 ordinary differential equations with 12 unknown coordinates -velocity (u, v, w) , angular velocity (p, q, r), position (x, y, z) and orientation expressed by Roll-Pitch-Yaw angles (ϕ, ϑ, ψ) -see Figure 1 . For a flight stability problem the kinematics equations for position and heading (yaw) angle ψ can be omitted, leaving us the following system of 8 ODEs: (1) where m is the body mass, I xx , I yy , I zz and I xz are the non-zero moments and product of inertia in body frame (products I xy and I yz are both zero due to body symmetry). Aerodynamic forces and moments are represented by vectors (X, Y, Z) and (L, M, N) respectively. Assuming the flapping frequency is much higher than the bandwidth of the system, the aerodynamic forces can be replaced by their cycle averaged values.
The above equations can be further linearized using small perturbation theory (2) where x = (u, v, w, p, q, r, ϕ, ϑ) is the state of the system. We approximate the aerodynamic forces and moments by the first terms of Taylor's theorem as
The derivatives (their negative values) represent aerodynamic damping. Their values are crucial for determining the stability of the system, hence the name stability derivatives is used. Further the notation of the stability derivatives will be shortened in the following manner (4) For flight near the equilibrium (hovering) all the states are zero (u e = v e = w e = p e = q e = r e = ϕ e = ϑ e = 0) meaning that the perturbed states are equal to their absolute values (δx = x). The vertical equilibrium force must be in balance with the gravity force, thus Z e = mg. The remaining equilibrium forces and moments will all be zero (X e = Y e = L e = M e = N e = 0). According to previous studies [20, 30, 31] as well as to our results there exists no aerodynamic coupling between the longitudinal and lateral system. This allows us to substitute the original system by two linearized subsystems (5) where the system matrices are expressed as The constants I 1 , I 2 and I 3 are defined as follows (7)
Nondimensionalizing
In previous studies [20, 25, 32] the equations were nondimensionalized to compare the results for different animals; we will adopt the same approach. The mean chord length c, average centre of pressure velocity U = 4φ m fr^2R and the wingbeat cycle period T = 1/f were chosen as the reference length, velocity and time. φ m is the flapping angle amplitude, f is the flapping frequency and r^2, the dimensionless radius of second moment of inertia, defines the position of the centre of pressure in the spanwise direction of the wing with length R.
The nondimensional quantities are: time t + = ft, velocity u + = u/U, angular velocity p + = p/f, orientation ϑ + = ϑ, body mass m + = mf/(ρUA w ), body inertia I xx + = I xx f 2 /(ρU 2 A w c), gravity g + = g/(Uf), aerodynamic force X + = X/(ρU 2 A w ) and aerodynamic moment L + = L/(ρU 2 A w c).
From the previous definitions following expressions can be derived: velocity derivation , angular velocity derivation , aerodynamic force derivative by velocity , aerodynamic force derivative by angular velocity , aerodynamic moment derivative by velocity and aerodynamic moment derivative by angular velocity . Using the nondimensionalized quantities, we can rewrite the state space model as (8) where (9a) I  I I  I  I  I  I I  I  I  I  I I  I  I  , , (9b)
Wing Kinematics
The wing kinematics considering 2DOFs per wing was adopted from [20, 25] . The motion consists of flapping inside the stroke plane and of wing rotation along the spanwise axis ( Figure 2 ). The deviation from the stroke plane that can be observed in real insects was neglected. The wing position inside the stroke plane x SP y SP is given by the sweep (flapping) angle φ. The inclination angle α * defines the rotation of the chord along spanwise axis and is measured from the vertical axis z SP of the stroke plane. The geometric angle of attack is thus given as α g = π/2-|α * |. The stroke plane is assumed to be parallel with x B y B body plane, i.e. it is horizontal in hover. We assume symmetrical flapping -the angles for left and right wing are always identical. The time behaviour of sweep angle is described by a harmonic function (10) where φ 0 is the offset (mean position), φ m stands for the flapping amplitude and t + is the nondimensional time defined as t + = ft, where f is the flapping frequency. The inclination angle time variation is more complex as can be seen in Figure 3 -it is assumed that the inclination (and thus the angle of attack) remains constant during the mid part of downstroke and upstroke, while close to the stroke reversal the wing rotates into opposite direction according to a harmonic function. The duration of the rotation is ∆t r (in seconds) and can also be expressed as a fraction of the flapping period (inverse of flapping frequency) as ∆t r + = f∆t r . The mathematical description is the following (11) where α m is the angle of attack in mid-downstroke and mid-upstroke. The nondimensional times defining the beginning or end of spanwise rotation are t 1 + = ∆t r + / 2, t 2 + = 0.5-∆t r + / 2. The equations for the remaining part of the cycle as well as for the first and second time derivatives of both angles are provided in Appendix A. 
Aerodynamics Model
We estimate the generated forces by the quasi steady modelling approach. The aerodynamic forces for "steady" conditions can be expressed analytically using thin airfoil theory with experimentally obtained force coefficients that include some of the unsteady effects [12] . It is thus possible to recreate the time history of wing forces for any kinematic pattern.
The wing is assumed to be 2D and rigid. Some of the wing parameters were taken directly from [20, 25] , the remaining were obtained by image processing of the wing profile from the same paper ( Figure  4 left). The important wing dimensions are displayed in Figure 4 right. All the definitions are given in [33] . S is the surface of a single wing, R is the wing length, cis the mean chord length, r^= r / R is nondimensional position of a wing blade and c^= c / cis the normalized chord length, x^0 is the nondimensional position of the rotational axis. For a steady flow around a symmetrical thin airfoil with small angle of attack the centre of pressure lies in 1/4 of the chord length. For a flapping wing most studies adopt the same value, however [34] showed experimentally on a model wing that it is a nearly linear function of angle of attack. To simplify the generated force transformation we put the centre of pressure right at the rotational axis at x^0 as it was assumed in Orlowski & Girard [23] and Cheng & Deng [24] . Its position in spanwise direction R CP is determined by the product of wing length R and the radius of second moment of inertia r^2(S) (further we use a shortened notation r^2). According to [12] the force generated by a flapping wing can be approximated by three components: due to translation, due to rotation and due to added mass inertia (virtual mass force).
The translational force has a normal and tangential component given by equations derived in [5] using the blade element theory (12) where ρ is the air density, U CP is the velocity of the centre of pressure of the wing and C T (α) and C N (α) is the normal and the tangential coefficient of the translational force defined as a function of aerodynamic angle of attack α. Their values are based on experimental results of Dickinson [11] . Since the pressure forces act mostly normal to the wing surface, in [5] the coefficients were transformed to normal and tangential component as (13) The above definitions are given for aerodynamic angle of attack defined in Figure 5 as the angle between the negative x W axis of the wing and the U CP velocity vector. It can be either positive or negative, with values from the interval <-π, π>. This facilitates the force transformation as eqn (12) gives the forces expressed in the wing-fixed frame with correct signs. The normal component F N acts in z W direction (thus for hovering flight we get positive values in downstroke and negative in upstroke) and the tangential component F T acts in x W direction (in hover it is always positive or zero). The expression for the angle of attack for arbitrary flight conditions will be derived in the following section. The formulas for rotational and added mass inertia component were derived from equations for flutter analysis [35, 36] . The rotational force [12] is normal to the wing and can be computed as (14) The last force component, called the added mass inertia or virtual mass force, represents the reaction of the air to the wing acceleration. It has been formulated in [12] for a special case of hovering flight with wing acceleration expressed in 2D and rotation axis at 1/4 of the chord. In this study we use a more general formulation from [36] , that can be used for arbitrary rotation axis position and arbitrary flight conditions. The expression in [12] can be derived from the current formulation by employing blade element theory.
According to [36] the force consists of an apparent mass component (with non-circulatory origin) and a centrifugal component (circulatory origin). To keep the formulation simple the amount of interacting air is approximated by a cylinder with a diameter c -(the mean chord) and length R which gives (15) where α N is the normal acceleration of the wing, i.e. the acceleration component in z W direction. The force due to apparent mass acts in the middle of the chord c -, the centrifuginal force acts at 3/4 of the chord from the leading edge. For simplicity we placed both components to CP location R CP in spanwise direction.
The forces produced by one wing given by eqns (12)-(15) can be transformed into body frame as follows (16) where i represents the force component type (tr, rot, app, cen), R BW is the matrix of rotation from the body frame to the wing frame (see the next section for definition) and B r BCi is the force application point position expressed in the body frame as
with defining the position of the wing base in the body frame and as the force application points in the wing frame. The chordwise force location is equal to for translational and rotational force (CP location), 1/2 for apparent mass force and 3/4 for centrifugal force.
As mentioned earlier assuming the flapping frequency is much higher than the system bandwidth the periodic forces and moments can be, for purposes of stability analyses, replaced by their cycle averaged values. The mean force in x direction over one wingbeat is calculated as (18) Similar expressions can be written for the remaining force/moment components. Further the overline notation is dropped, i.e. X = X -, etc.
Centre of Pressure Velocity, Angle of Attack, Normal Acceleration
For hovering flight (body velocities and angular velocities are zero), the aerodynamic angle of attack can be approximated as (see Figure 6 ) and the velocity of the centre of pressure (CP), lying on the spanwise rotation axis, is given by a relation . For a general case, when the body is in motion, the CP velocity is modified. Since not only the magnitude but also the direction of CP velocity changes, the aerodynamic angle of attack is also affected as can be seen in Figure 6 left. Situations, where angle of attack is negative or greater than 90°a re sketched in Figure 6 right. The motion of the wing with respect to the surrounding air can be decomposed into a series of simultaneous motions. For their description we introduce three coordinate frames displayed in Figure  7 left -global (inertial) frame G, body-fixed frame B and wing-fixed frame W. The origin of the B frame is in the centre of gravity of the insect. In hover its axes are parallel to global frame axes with z B axis pointing towards the sky, x B axis in the backward flight direction and y B axis in the direction of the right wing. The origin of the wing frame W is placed into the wing-root. The y W axis is aligned with the wing spanwise rotation axis, x W axis is parallel to the chord and pointing towards the trailing edge of the wing and z W axis is normal to the wing surface, positive on the dorsal side of the wing. Following notation is used further: C r AB is a radius-vector from the origin of frame A to the origin of frame B (or to point B) expressed in frame C with components C r ABx , C r ABy and C r ABz . Angular velocity vector C ω AB represents the rotation between frame A and B and is expressed in frame C. Similar notation is used for velocities, accelerations and angular accelerations. The CP velocity is a resultant of body absolute motion (with velocity v GB = [u, v, w] and angular velocity ω GB = [p, q, r]) and the wing motion relative to the body (given by angular velocity ω BW )see Figure 7 right. By using the theory for simultaneous motion, e.g. [37] , we can express the velocity of CP of the wing in W frame as (19) where r WCP is the position of the CP in the wing frame and r BCP is the CP position in the body frame (eqn (17)). R BW is the transformation matrix from the B frame to W frame depending on the wing position angles from Section 2.3. For the right wing the transformation is defined as (20) The opposite transformation (from W frame to B frame) is represented by R WB which is the inverse (and transpose, since it is orthogonal) of the above matrix R BW .
The angular velocity between the wing and the body is, for the right wing, given by
The angle of attack of the wing is measured between the wing chord and the relative velocity vector of the wing with respect to the surrounding air ( Figure 6 ). We approximate the angle of attack to be constant along the wingspan and use the value for the CP. The magnitude of the CP velocity vector in x W z W plane of the wing is
According to Figure 6 the angle of attack can be computed as
where the atan2 function returns value between -π and π. The time derivative of the angle of attack can The velocity derivations in the formula represent the change of CP velocity vector in the wing frame and thus need to be carried out in that frame. The normal acceleration a N needed for the apparent mass force is the z-component of the acceleration vector W a GCapp that can be computed by derivation of eqn (19) as (25) where is the force application point in the wing frame, as given in the previous section.
Stability Derivatives
In the previous sections we have shown a way to estimate the aerodynamic forces generated by a pair of flapping wings. The last step needed to evaluate the system matrix is the computation of stability derivatives. In other terms we need to linearize the cycle averaged forces and moments with respect to body translational and angular velocity. To calculate the stability derivatives we adopt the approach from [20, 25] . One of the body velocities is being changed around zero while the others remain exactly zero (e.g. we vary u, while v = w = p = q = r = 0). In each case the cycle averaged forces and moments are calculated -an example of the resulting curves for forward velocity u can be seen in Figure 8 left. The derivatives are estimated by a tangent to the curves in the equilibrium, i.e. in the origin. The curves from [25] are in Figure 8 right for comparison. The dependencies for other directions are all monotonous and can be considered linear around the equilibrium.
The poles and respective modes of motion of the insect can be computed easily as the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of nondimensionalised system matrices A lon + and A lat + . 
COMPARISON OF AERODYNAMIC MODELS 3.1. Model Complexity
Our aim is to evaluate and compare the stability derivatives and system poles of flapping flight in hover obtained by aerodynamic models of various complexities. Since only a single CFD study has considered both longitudinal and lateral stability so far, we adopt their results. We compare these results, computed for a dronefly, to our model as well as to other models available in the literature that can be evaluated with the same insect data. The most complex model by Zhang & Sun [20] and Wu & Sun [25] uses a CFD code to resolve the Navier Stokes flow equations. The code has been verified with experimental data in the past [13, 38] showing good agreement both in lift and drag force. Unlike the other models in the comparison it also includes the wake capture mechanism -the interaction with the wake from previous stroke. The CFD results are taken directly and serve as a reference for the remaining models. The utilized wing kinematics is the same as in Section 2.3 and in Figure 3 . The process of determining the stability derivatives was described in the previous section.
The models by Cheng & Deng [24] and Orlowski & Girard [23] are based on quasi-steady translational force of Dickinson and provide direct expressions of the stability derivatives. The aerodynamic forces by Cheng & Deng can be evaluated for an arbitrary 2DOF wing trajectory. The expressions were derived using blade element analysis (effective angle of attack and velocity was expressed for each blade and then integrated along the span), but some approximations were necessary to obtain the final formulas. These still include terms that need to be computed numerically. The model by Orlowski & Girard consists of purely analytical expressions obtained for simplified kinematics (a constant angle of attack, changing only its sign when in up/downstroke, and a harmonic function for the sweep) and for wing roots placed to the body COG (l 1 = 0). The effective angle of attack and wing velocity is evaluated in the centre of pressure and assumed to be constant along the wingspan.
In both quasi-steady based approaches the stability derivatives were obtained analytically using the following formula (26) where X e is the aerodynamic force in hover and X is the force when the body moves with velocity δu (similarly for other force/moment and velocity/angular velocity combinations). For convenience we summarize the formulas for stability derivatives from these two studies in Appendix B.
Our model, described in the foregoing section, is also based on quasi steady modelling. As in Orlowski&Girard, we assume constant effective angle of attack and velocity along the span with their values calculated for centre of pressure. Compared to the previous two models we include, apart from the translational force, another two force components: force due to rotation and due to added mass inertia. The force evaluation and integration is carried out numerically. In plots and tables with results we denote this model ASL (tr+rot+add). To have an overview of the importance of each of the components on the overall stability, we also present the results, when we remove the component due to added mass inertia (ASL (tr+rot)), and finally, when we only keep the translational force (ASL (tr)).
Insect Parameters
The wing kinematics and body parameters (mass, inertia, geometry) used in this study are summarized in Table 1 . The values are adopted from [20] , except that we put the wing root exactly above the COG and keep the mean sweep angle φ 0 zero. In [20] the body is pitched by 10°nose-down so the wing root is in front of the COG; as a consequence, the mean sweep angle φ 0 = 2.8°is used to achieve momentum equilibrium around the pitch axis. 
RESULTS

Stability derivatives
The stability derivatives resulting from the different models are summarised in Table 2 for longitudinal and in Table 3 for lateral system. The results of Zhang & Sun [20] and Wu & Sun [25] are taken directly, with necessary sign changes due to different orientation of the body frame. The derivatives of the remaining models are computed using nearly the same morphological data and kinematics (the slight variations were mentioned in the previous section). Derivatives by Orlowski & Girard are only defined for longitudinal system. It should be noted that apart from the CFD study the other models produce, for the same wing kinematics, higher lift than necessary for hover. The results for modified kinematics, so that lift and gravity force are in equilibrium for each model, will be discussed later.
As expected, the three models with only translation force (Cheng & Deng, Orlowski & Girard, ASL(tr)) give similar stability derivatives values. Some differences can be explained by different approximations and simplifications used. Addition of the forces due to rotation and added mass inertia has a more significant effect on the results. While in longitudinal direction only the magnitudes change, in lateral direction we may observe a sign being inverted for L v + (roll moment induced by sideways motion). When comparing the stability derivatives from the quasi-steady models and the CFD results (Wu, Zhang & Sun) the conclusions are ambiguous: for some derivatives we get the same sign and similar magnitude for all the models (e.g. X u + , Y v + , N r + ) while for many others there exists no clear correspondence as the magnitudes and sometimes even the signs differ. On the other hand, not all the stability derivatives affect the stability (system poles) in the similar manner. As has been shown in [18] and [20] the most important derivatives with respect to stability are X u + , Z w + , M u + , M q + (longitudinal system) and L v + , N p + , N r + (lateral system). The system poles will be studied in the next section.
System Poles
The poles of the dimensionless system in eqn (8) were computed using the stability derivatives coming from the different models as described in the foregoing section. The results are given in Table 4 and 5 as well as in the form of pole maps in Figure 9 and 10 for longitudinal and lateral system respectively.
If it was difficult to make some conclusions from the control derivatives values, the pole maps make the situation much easier to understand. The eigenvectors (Table 5) further show, that all the natural modes are estimated reasonably well both in amplitude as well as in phase for all the models. We also see that the slow stable subsidence mode (Mode 3) is decoupled from the rest, representing the motion in vertical direction w + . The remaining two modes are dominated by horizontal motion u + coupled with pitch rotation q + . These two motions are in phase for Mode 2 (fast subsidence), but almost in antiphase (phase difference always greater than 120°) for Mode 1 (unstable oscillatory). 
Lateral Dynamics
In the lateral direction ( Figure 10 ) the situation is different. The quasi steady based models with only translational force (Cheng & Deng, ASL (tr)) give us one pair of complex conjugate poles with positive real part, resulting into unstable oscillatory mode, and two negative real poles, representing fast and slow stable subsidence modes. On the contrary for models where rotational force is included as well as for the CFD model we obtain a positive real pole, representing a slow unstable divergence mode, a pair of complex conjugate poles with negative real parts (a stable oscillatory mode) and a negative real pole (fast subsidence mode). This shows the importance of the rotational force component on the stability results. The addition of the third component due to added mass inertia further moves the complex pair of poles towards the CFD results.
From the eigenvectors in Table 6 we see that the dominant motion in Mode 4 is the sideways motion v + . For the first three models it is in antiphase with roll p + but in phase with yaw r + . In the remaining models (ASL(tr), Cheng & Deng) the sideways motion and roll are nearly in phase, the phase difference from yaw is smaller than 90°. Mode 5 is a combination of the three motions v + , p + , r + . In the first three models the sideways motion and roll are out of phase by about 110°and the yaw phase lies approximately in between. In the remaining models the sideways motion is in antiphase with roll and yaw rotation. Mode 6, similar in all the models, represents the out of phase coupling of roll and yaw.
Effect of Trajectory Parameters on Pole Locations
In hovering flight the average lift force produced by the wings should be equal to the force due to gravity. In the previous sections, however, all the models except for the CFD study produced higher lift that would result into an ascending motion. The reason for that was to have identical wing kinematics for all the cases. In this section we will modify the kinematics for every model independently, in order to always reach the force equilibrium, and the effects on stability will be observed.
To keep the wing kinematics similar to the one in previous sections we modify only two of the motion parameters: the amplitude of sweep φ m and the angle of attack in mid-stroke α m . We consider sweep amplitude from interval <-15°; 15°> around the original value φ m0 = 53.55°. For each φ m we iterate the angle of attack α m until the equilibrium condition is satisfied with accuracy of 0.1 %. The relationship between α m and φ m , as obtained for different models, is captured in Figure 11 . We can notice that three models (ASL (tr+rot), ASL (tr), Cheng & Deng) produce the same lift -they are all based on the same formula for translational force. The additional force due to rotation was identified in the previous section as important with respect to stability. However it has a zero effect on the cycle averaged value of the produced lift (as long as there is no phase shift of wing spanwise rotation α . with respect to sweep motion φ .
). The pole locations for longitudinal system, plotted as they move for the studied range of wing kinematic parameters, are captured in Figure 12 . All models give similar results as in the previous section where the forces were not exactly in equilibrium. All the models, including the model by Orlowski & Girard with slightly different wing kinematics, give poles that are comparable to the CFD results. However it is interesting to notice that the poles from models including the rotational force component are less sensitive to changes in wing kinematics; the oscillatory mode poles as well as the fast subsidence poles almost do not move. Figure 11 . CFD study poles [25] are displayed as a reference (triangles). Figure 13 . Lateral system -root locus for varying wing kinematic parameters φ m and α m . Square/circle represents the kinematics with minimal/maximal sweep angle from the interval in Figure 11 . CFD study poles [20] are displayed as a reference (triangles).
The pole maps for lateral direction in Figure 13 clearly show the influence of the rotational force component on the pole location. No matter what the wing kinematics parameters are, the structure of pole locations is similar to the CFD results -one positive real pole (slow divergence), one negative real pole (fast subsidence) and a complex pair of poles with negative real parts (oscillatory subsidence mode). On the contrary the models based only on translational force have always a pair of poles representing an oscillatory mode close to the stability limit and a slow subsidence mode pole.
Instantaneous forces
In the previous section we have shown that the simplified quasi-steady model succeeds in predicting the system poles locations, provided that the rotational lift component is included in the model. Here we provide plots of instantaneous forces over one flapping cycle to show that the rotational force component brings the force traces close to those observed in CFD studies. Figure 14 . Instantaneous forces over one flapping cycle computed by various quasi-steady models and CFD results from [20] (lift -left column, drag -middle column, Y-force -right column). The CFD results were digitized and put on the same axes.
In Figure 14 we compare lift, drag and side force curves from CFD study by Zhang & Sun [20] with the curves resulting from the three quasi steady models with increasing number of force components (ASL (tr), ASL (tr+rot), ASL (tr+rot+add)). Lift is the force which is normal to the stroke plane. Drag lies inside the stroke plane and represents the force in an opposite direction to the wing instantaneous motion. Finally the side force represents the y B -axis component of the drag force. The forces are presented in the form of nondimensional force coefficients defined as C L = Z/(0.5ρA w U 2 ) and similarly for C D and C Y . The curves start at nondimensional time t + = 0 which is the point of reversal between upstroke and downstroke, the flapping cycle is completed at t + = 1. Apart from the wing forces in hovering conditions (dash-dotted line, lift and drag identical for both wings) we also display the left When we compare the CFD results ( Figure 14 , 4 th row) to the force curves from the translational component model ASL (tr) (Figure 14 , 1 st row) it is clear, that such a model is insufficient. On the contrary, the curves obtained by the ASL (tr+rot) model (Figure 14 , 2 nd row) shows much better agreement with the CFD results in shape, although the force magnitudes are slightly overestimated. The rotational component is responsible for the positive lift peak before and negative lift peak after the stroke reversal. We observe similar peaks in drag and in the side force (both positive). Major differences occur after the reversal, where the forces predicted by the ASL (tr+rot) model drop, while positive peaks can be observed in the CFD force traces. The differences might be, at least partly, explained by the wake capture mechanism, that is included only in the CFD model.
The addition of the added mass inertia component increases the magnitude of the curves and further modifies the behaviour around the stroke reversal. The accordance with the CFD results is slightly improved in some parts (lift peak and side force sign after the reversal) while in other parts the accordance gets worse (nonzero lift and drag force at the reversal). Thus, the overall improvement over the ASL (tr+rot) model force traces is insignificant if any.
When comparing the quasi steady models presented here to the CFD study [20] , there exist differences in the magnitudes of the forces as well as in the magnitudes of their changes when in sideways flight. However, the shape of the force traces and the trend of their changes are captured with good accordance when the ASL (tr+rot) model is used. The situation is similar for other flight directions published in [20] , but that is already beyond the scope of this paper.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study we tried to compare existing aerodynamic models of flapping wings with respect to flight stability in hovering. Our goal was to identify the simplest model of a flapping flyer (dronefly) that would still be carrying the dynamic behaviour of a real one. Such a model is needed for control design as well as for efficient flight simulations.
The stability of a linearized model of insect body dynamics is given by stability derivatives -partial derivatives of generated aerodynamics forces and moments with respect to body translational and angular velocities. We put side by side the derivatives computed using quasi steady based models of different complexity and CFD results. The comparison of the stability derivatives directly showed some correspondences between the models, but the results were not conclusive.
On the contrary the comparison of system poles computed from these stability derivatives was more helpful. For longitudinal dynamics we observed that even the model from Cheng & Deng based only on translational force and further simplified when obtaining the stability derivatives was still carrying the pole locations structure similar to the CFD study by Wu & Sun and Zhang & Sun. However, we found that the pole locations were less sensitive to wing kinematics changes when the rotational force was included in the model. The role of the rotational force proved to be very important for lateral dynamics, where the pole structure was significantly different when it was omitted. Its effect was also presented on the instantaneous forces. Their traces matched the CFD predictions fairly well when rotational force was included. The addition of forces due to added mass inertia influenced the pole locations, but its effect on overall stability was not significant.
We showed that the stability of the flapping flight in hover can be successfully estimated while using a quasi-steady based model that includes components due to rotation and translation. Despite the simplifications used (the effective angle of attack and relative wing velocity was considered constant along the wingspan, the centre of pressure was placed on the wing spanwise rotation axis) the pole locations are comparable to the ones obtained by CFD modelling while the necessary computation power is significantly reduced. Therefore, considering the flapping-wing MAV as a linearized system whose dynamics is given by the system poles, such a quasi-steady model can be advantageously used in MAV parameter and control design.
There still remain many challenges that need to be further addressed. All the models compared here assume rigid wings. However, the wing flexibility seems to be the key to an energy efficient lift production. Thus, it would be very interesting to evaluate the stability also with a fluid-structure interacting model. Another assumption made here, modelling the insect as a single rigid body, might be applicable to smaller species where the wing mass represents a small fraction of total weight, but larger ones might require a more general multi-body approach. Finally the stability derivatives should be evaluated experimentally on 1:1 scale robotic insect to provide a reference for future models.
Appendix A. Wing Kinematics
The time behaviour of the sweep angle and its first and second time derivative is defined as (27) The inclination angle time variation is given by equations (28) The nondimensional times defining the beginning or end of spanwise rotation are t 1 + = ∆t r + / 2, t 2 + = 0.5 -∆t r + / 2, t 3 + = 0.5 + ∆t r + / 2, t 4 + = 1 -∆t r + / 2. The first and second time derivatives of the inclination angle are as follows (29) 
Appendix B. Analytical Estimations of Stability Derivatives
The nondimensionalized stability derivatives by Cheng & Deng [24] can be written, using the current notation, as 
where the force coefficients were computed as (34) The coefficients C N (α) and C T (α) are expressed in (13) . The geometric properties of the wing, wing aspect ratio AR and n th moment of wing area are defined in [33] as (35) The nonzero stability derivatives from Orlowski & Girard [23] , nondimensionalized according to Section 2.2, written for stroke plane parallel to body x B y B plane using coordinates according to Figure  1 
